Panzer Front / Panzer Front bis.
Mission Objectives



Regular text: Panzer Front missions.
Italics: Panzer Front bis. exclusive missions translated from Japanese.



USA

Training-1	1944/12/1	(Poteau, Ardennes)
Destroy all enemy vehicles to the east of the village!

Training-2	1945/1/2	(Maldingen, Ardennes)
Make your advance, but watch for enemy ambushes! Destroy all enemy vehicles!

1944/ 7/ 9	St. Jean-de-Daye
Begin an attack to the south from St. Jean-de-Daye. Capture the two points shown and assist the infantry units attack on Pont-Herbert.

1944/ 7/10	Le Dezert
Enemy tanks approaching! Don't let them break out at Le Dezert! Protect the 39th Infantry Regiment that is defending the village until air support can arrive!

1944/ 8/15	Argentan
The enemy is trapped in the Falaise pocket and looking for a way out! Don't let them get back home! Destroy as many enemy vehicles as possible!

1944/12/17	Malmedy
åØåThe tank(s) in disguise show up at the south Malmedy! The tank corps team up with the 120rd infantry regiment K troops and stop them at the railway levee and the walshe bridge. 

1944/12/18	Poteau
In order to strengthen Sankt Vith, you must hold the Vielsalm-Sankt Vith highway. Destroy all enemy vehicles that appear from the north of the highway!

1944/12/21	Sankt Vith
A massive German attack is underway on the 7th Armored Division which is defending Sankt Vith on the north side of the Battle of the Bulge. Protect your infantry units! Don't let any enemy vehicles get through!

1945/ 3/ 7	Ludendorf Bridge
Capture the steel bridge across the Rhine! Suppress the defenders from Remagen and destroy all enemy units on the far shore!


RUSSIA

Training-1	Summer 1941
Don't let the enemy scare you! Take careful aim, and destroy them from long range. You have seven vehicles to destroy. Move out!

Training-2	1943/7/2 	(Kursk)
Help your partners go in the T intersection!! Keep going forward with watching out for enermies attack!!

1941/12/18	Strike Army
Strike a definitive blow against the enemy on the east bank of the Volkhov and wipe them out! Our advancing Rifle Division has issued a request: "Enemy's defensive center well armed. We need reinforcements!". Comrade it's up to you! Support the Rifle Division's efforts to capture the rail line!

1942/ 8/27	Gaytolovo
Break through the enemy forces surrounding your position! Your first objective is the enemy forces at Gaytolovo. Destroy the enemy's special fire points and support the advance of the Rifle Division!

1943/ 1/12	Neva
Fight for the holy Neva and Leninglad!! Go with snipers on the ice and reach at the line by the Baltic sailors.

1943/ 1/18	Poselok No. 5
Our tank brigade has arrived on the outskirts of Poselok. Cooperate with our comrades of the 18th Rifle Division to secure the residential section and cut the enemy's Schlusselburg forces off from the front! Support the advance of the Rifle Division until they reach their objective!

1943/ 7/12	Swch.Oktjabrskij
Warning! An enemy elite unit had deployed ahead of you! Summon all your patriotic courage and wipe the enemy out of this sector, crucial to the defense of the Motherland!

1943/ 7/23	Junction
As part of the total liberation of our country, we must capture the Kirov railway. Advance your tanks to the rail junction to the south-east and support the attack of the rifle troops!

1944/ 1/19	Krasnoe Sero
Bury the invaders! We must liberate the city after years of occupation! Don't let a single one escape! Wipe out the enemy!


GERMANY

Training-1	1944/6/1	(Normandy)
Destroy the two enemy tanks ahead of you and then pull back. Defend your tanks which are in danger of being surrounded! Take care! One of the enemy tanks is a long barrel M4! Destroy all five enemy tanks!

Training-2	1944/7/2	(Normandy)
The Enemy has started probing missions to the south. The only defense of the bridge is two SP guns and your tank! Destroy all four enemy vehicles that appear on the northside of the bridge!

1943/ 2/28	Olchowatka
åØåHARIKOF was swallowed by the Russian army. The enemies are trying to run through Olchowatka. The tanks help the grenadier attack the enemies.

1943/ 7/ 5	Hill 220.5
Commence "Operation Citadel!". Start your attack from the hill that was secured the previous night. Support the grenadiers until they successfully capture Hill 220!

1943/ 7/10	Hill 241.6
åØåThe grenadier runs through the forest and keeps going to PROHOROHUKA. The tanks run head of the troops and help the grenadier attack enemies!

1943/ 7/12	Swch.Oktjabrskij
A purple flare is up! Enemy tanks sighted. Tanks of the Russian 5th Guard are attempting to break through the elite german LAH Division's position! Don't let a single enemy vehicle through!

1943/ 7/13	Petrowka
åØåTeam up with the T troops that showed up at the right shore of PUJYOL river. And go forward to attack PROHOROF together. The tanks go to the opposite side of the slope and help the grenadier reach PEDROFKA.

1944/ 7/10	Hill 112
Enemy tanks are moving across the slope to the east! Stop the enemy vehicles attempting to capture Hill 112! Support the grenadiers defending the hill and destroy all enemy vehicles!

1944/ 8/ 8	N158
The front is collapsing! The heavy tank battalion must protect the flanks of Cintheaux and prevent the enemy from breaking through to Falaise!

1944/12/24	Ambleve River
åØåWe can't attack back anymore. Escape from the north shore of Ambleve river. The tanks ensure access to the opposite shore and makes lebe1 and 2 escape to the shore.

1945/ 3/23	Sachsendorf
Use all your strength to break through the powerful Russian forces holding the bridgehead on the Odel front. Destroy anything that might hinder the paratroops advance and support them until the end of the fighting!

1945/ 4/16	Seelow
åØåThe 1st tank troops started to attack Seelow which is the closest road to Berlin. We protect the Seelow-Dorgelin line with the attack soldiers. All take up battle stations!!

1945/ 4/30	Berlin
The Reich has collapsed. It's every man for himself! Open a lifeline together with at least one other vehicle to Fredrich Road north of the Spree River!


1943/ 1/20	Sinyavino
Escape from the banks of the lake Ladoga and retreat to a new stronghold in Sinyavino. The 502nd Heavy Tank Battalion is in place. Don't let the enemy reach the high ground.

1943/12/19	Vitebsk
Enemy tanks are approaching our position! The tank destroyer battalion has been mobilized! Prevent the enemy from breaking through our lines!

1944/ 6/13	Villers-Bocage
The defense of Caen is in danger! A single enemy tank brigade is attempting to sneak behind our lines! Move out your tanks and stop the enemy's advance!

1944/ 7/ 27	Barkmann Corner
"The streets are full of Yankee's!" Barkmann heard the grenadiers words: "Head for the crossroads!". This is the epic struggle of Panther 424: Destroy all enemy vehicles on the road. Stop their advance!


JAPAN

1945/11/ 4	Kushira
åØåThe enemies are building a temporary bridge at Kushira river. It seems that the enemies will show up in front of our troops next morning. The tanks gather at the east of JYUSAN mound and attack the enemies using the dorsolateral aspect shot.


MODERN

Training	M1 vs T-80    /    Type90 vs T-80
This is a hypothetical combat. Both tanks are at maximum firepower. A long range shooting contest is expected. Commence fire as soon as you locate the enemy!





